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• The following pages capture the risk themes as discussed with the Executive Team on 

April 22nd 2020

• The themes will then analysed and brought back to the Executive Team for approval. 

After this the key people will be identified to work directly with the risk management 

function in order to fully develop the risks.

• This will form the basis of the new Strategic Risk Register.

• Social Security Scotland’s Risk Management Strategy will be updated in due course to 

reflect this key piece of work and other complimentary work that is happening 

concurrently (e.g. risk mapping exercise, redefining risk categories and resetting appetite 

and tolerance).
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Paul Knight- Deputy Director of Clinical Operations

Risk Themes • Insufficient data available to constitute a clinical division. Data is 

required on: 

• Throughput- more data required to define “clinical division”

• Interaction- what team members will do and how will they embed 

themselves into the wider culture.

• What are the main disability groupings and what are the details; this 

will inform recruitment.

• Recruitment and retention- massive churn within current systems and 

lack of clear career structure. 

• Post COVID-19 the NHS will need to recover- will this help or hinder 

recruitment?

• Process of ethical framework on information governance for medical 

data
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David Wallace- Chief Executive of Social Security Scotland

Risk Themes • Dundee as Head Quarters of Social Security Scotland- how are we 

collectively mobilising ourselves and Scottish Government to support 

this?

• Culture - Pace of growth-how do we retain the organisational culture as 

we grow and embed new staff

• Our working relationship with Programme over time, specifically in 

reference to technological capacity- how we effectively influence what 

Social Security Scotland looks like? 

• How do we maintain the strong Ministerial relationships?

• Global Pandemic.

• Financial risk
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Janet Richardson- Deputy Director for Operations and Local Delivery

Risk Themes • Reputational damage- how do we maintain our position of strength

• So far positive response to pandemic, but more generally our 

reputation has been positive – one negative incident could have a 

significant impact

• Culture-Linking to comments made by Chief Executive.
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Miriam Craven- Deputy Director Policy and Client Experience

Risk Themes • Losing good will and reputation with external stakeholders – this is a 

responsibility across the organisation. Stakeholders have a strong 

influence with the Cabinet Secretary- are our senior relationships 

enough?- Executive Team need to keep the key players involved and 

informed.

• Scale and growth of Social Security Scotland- how do we keep our 

messaging strong?

• How do we mould this in to what we want?

• What does culture on the ground feel like?

• Statutory Requirements around Inclusive Communications:

• Impact on operational activity 

• How do we stop the application process from becoming 

difficult/convoluted? 

• Minimise technical language

• How are we being different?
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James Wallace- Deputy Director for Finance and Corporate Services

Risk Themes • Workforce Planning-

• How do we run a service?

• The organisation’s ability to plan and respond

• Massive people risk

• Demand modelling

• Recruitment- dependency on Scottish Government Human 

Resources

• Learning delivery model

• Estates

• Place Principles- are we modern enough to meet people’s needs?

• Technical capability- The Programme’s ability to deliver systems and 

processes that work for us and are what we want. Is the organisation 

able to define what it needs? How do we co-ordinate our desires?

• Finance risk required- Doing things at pace may lead to difficult 

acquiring funding for changes required later.
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Andy McClintock- Deputy Director for Chief Digital Office

Risk Themes • As disconnect between Programme and Social Security Scotland 

becomes more apparent to the public it is important we have  control 

over our capabilities.

• Component control needs to sit within Social Security Scotland and 

testing capability is required.

• Testing would appear to not be a priority for the Programme

• Concern on steer towards “automated” claim process- this is not going 

to help current processes.

• Social Security Scotland’s reputation needs to also be a priority for the 

Programme.
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• These themes are now being clustered together and compared against the current risk 

register in order to baseline and develop the new risk register.

• The risk management function will begin to determine, from their point of view, who 

would be best placed to manage the new risks. This discussion will be supported and 

finalised through the Risk Review Group and the Executive Team’s agreement.

• Those risks that cannot be revised will be marked for de-escalation to Divisional Risk 

logs based on Risk Owner.

• The work begin conducted will be brought together as a paper to be presented at Audit 

and Assurance committee in May.


